In this paper the concept of prob'abilistic events is introduced and their closure properties under the operations on the set of all fuzzy events are studied.
Fuzzy Events Realized by Finite Probabilistic Automata
In this paper the concept of prob'abilistic events is introduced and their closure properties under the operations on the set of all fuzzy events are studied.
It is shown that the mean of probabilistie events is a probabilistie event and the set of all probabilistie events is closed under the transposition and the operation of the convex-combination. A sufficient conditioll for the union and the intersection of two probabilistie events to be probabilisti c events in the sense of fuzzy sets is given. In the last two sections we showed some families of probabilistic events closed or approximately closed under the operation of the union and the intersection and the complementation. 
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INTRODUCTION
The concept of finite probabilistic automata discussed in this paper was first introduced by Rabin (1963) , and many interesting results were given by Rabin (1963) and by Paz (1966) .
In Rabin's paper the set of tapes accepted by a probabilistic automaton is determined by cut-point ~. In this paper we take the concept of fuzzy set introduced by Zadeh (1965) instead of the set of tapes with cutpoint ~.
We define the probabflistic event as the fuzzy set of tapes accepted by a finite probabilistic automaton. The set of probabilistic events is a proper subset of the set of all fuzzy events. We solve the problems of closure properties of probabi]istic events under some operations on the set of all fuzzy sets.
1. FUZZY EVENTS Let ~ be a finite nonempty set called the alphabet. The set of all finite sequences of elements of ~ is denoted by ~*. The null sequence A is included in ~*. An element of ~* is called a tape. A subset of ~*, usually called an event, is characterized by its characteristic function. This function is a mapping from ~* into /0, 1}. A fuzzy event is also characterized by a membership function, which is a generalization of characteristic function in the deterministic case, and is defined as a mappingf from ~* into [0, 1] . The value off(x) at x E ~* represents the "grade of membership" of x in a fuzzy event.
In this paper, we identify a membership function with a fuzzy set characterized by that function. DEFINITION 1.1. A fuzzy event f is a mapping from E* into [0, 1]. DEFINITION 1.2. Let f and g be fuzzy events, f is said to be included in g ifff (x) <= g(x) for all x C ~*. DEFINITION 1.3. Let f and g be fuzzy events. The union of f and g is defined as the fuzzy event h such that h(x) = max [f(x), g(x)] for all x E Z* and is denoted byf v g. The intersection off and g is defined as the fuzzy event i such that i(x) = rain If(x), g(x)] for all x E ~ and is denoted by f ^ g. DEFINITm~ 1.4. Let f be a fuzzy event. The complement of f is denoted by ], and is defined by ](x) = 1 -f(x) for all x E Z*.
These definitions are natural extensions of the set theory in the deterministic case.
But the fuzzy set theory is not completely parallel to the set theory. Let ~ be the set of all fuzzy events. ~ and operations v and ^ constitute a distributive lattice, but do not constitute a Boolian lattice, for ] is not the complement of f in the sense of lattice theory. A fuzzy set f is said to be constant, and is denoted byfx, 0 -<_ ~ <= 1, when f(x) = ), for all x C 2~*. Then f0 is the empty event and fl represents ~*.
In the set of all fuzzy events ~, other important operations are introduced. DEFINITmN 1.5. The product of two fuzzy events f and g is denoted by f.g and is defined as f.g(x) = f(x) .g (x) for all x E Z*. DEFINITION 1.6. If f, g and h are fuzzy events, the convex combination off, g and h is denoted by (f, g; h) and is defined as (f, g; h) 
The concepts mentioned above are based on a paper by Zadeh (1965).
PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA
In this section we follow the definitions of the probabilistic automaton due to Rabin (1963) except for the initial distribution introduced by Paz (1965) . In Rabin's paper the initial state of the probabiIistie automaton is given in deterministic way. But in Paz's paper it has a probabilistic distribution (i.e., the initial distribution). In this paper the latter definition is taken. DEFINITION 2.1. A finite probabilistic automaton over the alphabet is a system ~ ---(S, {A(~) [~ E ~}, ~, ~v). S ---{sl, s2 "" s,} is a nonvoid finite set of internal states. For each z E Z, A(z) is an n × n stochastic matrix with S as the indexing set of dimension, that is, E wherea~i,~(a) >-O,l<=i-<n,l<-_j<=n, ~=~a,,,j(a)=l,l<=i~n. v is an n-dimensional stochastic row vector, with S as the indexing set of dimension, that is v = (~r,~, ~-,~ -.. v,.) where 0 -<__ 7t,~, 1 <_-i -<__ n, ~%~ ~r,~ = 1. ~ is called the initial state designator. F is a subset of S and ~F F F r , ---(~,, ~,2 .... ~,) is an n-dimensional colunm vector with S as the indexing set of dimension such that w F = 1 if s E F, 0 otherwise. An element of F is called a final state and nF is called the final states designator.
In the above definition a,~,,j(¢) is the transition probability with which the automaton in a state st goes into a state sj by an input ~. ~,~ is a probability that the initial state is st. DEFINITION 2.2. Forx = ¢1~2 "" ~m E ~*,¢i C ~ U {A}, 1 -< i -< m. Define the n X n stochastic matrices A (x) with S as the indexing set of dimension by the following: (i) A(A) is the n X n unit matrix; ~,,i(x ) is the probability of ~I for moving from a state st to a state s~. by an input sequence x. A(x) is called the transition matrix for a tape x.
For 9.i = (s, {A(~)[~E Z},~r, VF},let p(x) = ~rA(x)~ FforxC ~; then p(x) is the probability for ~i, when started from the initial state, to enter into some state which is a member of F by the input sequence x. Then a tape x is said to be accepted by ~ with probability p(x).
PROBABILISTIC EVENTS
DEFINITION 3.1. k fuzzy event p is a probabilistic event iff there exists a finite probabilistic automaton 9/ = (S, {A(z)/z E ~}, ~, v r) such that p(x) = ~A(x)v r for all x E ~*, and p is said to be realized by ~i.
Let ~ be the set of all probabilistic events. Then ~ is the proper subset of the set of all fuzzy events ~. This fact is shown from the following. Proof. We prove this theorem for k = 2 without loss of generality. Let ~I~ ~nd 922 be two finite probabilistic automata which realize pl and p2 respectively, where Let gI be a probabilistie automaton and X be a real number such that 0_<_X__<l.
Rabin defined the set of tapes accepted by ~1 with the cut point X to be #(~, x) = {z ~ ~*lp(z) > x}, where p(x) is the probability for the tape x to be accepted by g[. This definition can be restated as follows: Let fx be a constant probabilistie event, g be a finite probabilistie automaton and p be the probabilistie event which is realized by g[; then #(g[, X) is the set of all tapes x such that p(x) > fx(x) in which fx acts as a standard probabilistic event. Now we make a slight generalization. We will take not only the Constant probabilistie event, but also any probabilistie event as the standard probabilistie event.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let q be a probabilistie event and 9.I be a probabilistie automaton which realizes a probabilistie event p, then the set of tapes accepted by g[ with the standard probabilistie event q is denoted by ~(~, q) and is defined by
It is interesting that this definition does not lead to a larger family of sets of tapes than Rabin's definition does. This fact is sho~m in the following theorem. Let A be the set of all finite probabilistie automata. Proof, Since p and q are mutually isolated, the cut-point ½ is isolated with respect to the finite probabilistic automaton which realizes p/q. Therefore the result follows from the theorem by Rabin, 
, {0 if v~=O
Then the system T --(S, {A*(~) Ia C Z}, 7r*, (~r)*) constitutes a transition system.
Obviously for all x C ~*, p(z) = 0 ¢=* w*A*(x)(vF) * = 0, where ~r*A * (x) (vF) * is calculated by the lattice operations. Thus by the results with respect to the transition systems, {x C Z* [p(x) = 0} is a regular set. Since :5 E ~ and {xlp(x) = 1} = {x {p(~) = 0}, {x{p(x) = 1} is a regular set.
Note. For a real number >, such that 0 < ~ < 1, {x C E* ]p(x) = k} is not necessarily a regular set. Now let us consider a probabilistic event which is realized by a finite probabilistic automaton with the initial distribution concentrated in a single initial state (as defined by Rabin). Let ~o be the set of all such probabflistic events.
It will be shown in Theorem 4.9 that ~0 is equal to ~ except for a nonessential difference. All theorems and corollaries other than Theorem 4.2, Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 are also valid when probabilistic events are restricted to ~0.
The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 4. We prove this theorem for k = 2 without loss of generality. Let ~I~ and ~s be two finite probabilistic automata which realize pl E ~o and p2 E ~o respectively, where Let po be the probabilistic event realized by 9. Then p0 E ~o and it is easily proved that the restriction of po over ~* --{A} is equal to Opl t + (1 --0)p~ r, where Pl' and P2' are the restrictions of pl and P2 respectively over ~* -A. Therefore the restriction of p0 is equal to the restriction of p over {A}.
MATRIX RECOMPOSITION
In this section the method of matrix recomposition will be given which will be used in the proof of the theorem in the next section.
The components of matrices and vectors are assumed to be real numbers. Let ® be the family of all subset of S = { s~, s~ • • • s~}, and let = {El, E2 ..-E~} be such a sub-family of ® that each element of S is contained in at least one of the elements of ~:. And define ~ = {E C ~IE ~ s} fors E S. such that 5~ = ~l~:<~b~ ~or any E E ~. DEFINITION 5.3. Let M be any n × n m~trix, whose rows are a~ ,as~ • • • a~, then anm X m matrix ~Yr~whose rows are (~s~, ~s~ • • • ~s~, is called the matrix recomposition of M by ~7, if for any E E g, u~ is the row vector recomposition of ~i,:,e~la, by ~7. In the above definitions, the column vector recomposition by g is unique, but the row vector recomposition and the matrix recomposition by g is not unique. This proves the lemma. L~MMA 5.
Let ~ , ~2 • • • ~k be the matrix recomposition of n X n matrices of M1, M2 • .. Mk by ~ respectively, ~ be the row vector recomposition of an n-dimensional row vector a by ~ and let ~ be the column vector recomposition of an n-dimensional column vector b by ~; then for any ] <=i~,i2...4<=k,
Proof. This lemma is proved by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. Remark. Let 9~ and 9~ be matrix recompositions of two n X n matrices Mz and M~ by ~ respectively; then 9~z. ~: is the matrix recomposition of M~. M~ by ~:. Proof. Let ~l = (S = {s, ,s~ ... s~}, {A(~)I~ ~ Z}, ~r, ~F} be the finite probabilistic automaton which realizes p; then for any X ~ 0"i10"i 2 """ 0"i k ~ ~$~
p(x) = ~'A(a~)A(a~) ... A(a~), F
F ? ! ! ! /
= (~) A (~)A (~_~) ... A (~,~)~ ... (1)
Note that (v~') ', {A'(a)l a C ~} and ~ do not generally satisfy the conditions as an initial designator, stochastic matrices, and a final-state designator, respectively. Let ~ be the set of all subsets of S, and in the following we will construct an initial designator, stochastic matrices and a final-state designator by recomposing ( Then the row vector recomposition V of C by ~ is constructed as follows: Let C ~ = C, and suppose that C k = (c~, c~ 2 .-. c~,) and C ~ is not the null-vector, then there exists Ejk C ® such that c81~ > 0 ¢=~ s C Ei~. Then we define V~ = re(C),
Thus we obtain the sequence VEh0. Clearly the above algorism will terminate by at most n steps, that is, there exists 1 -< t -n such that C t+~ = 0. are satisfied. By this construction, the row vector reeomposition II of (~F)' has 1 in only one of its entries, and the matrix recomposition a(~) of A(~) is the stochastic matrix for all z E ~.
The column vector recomposition of 7r' is unique. Let H = (p~)Eee be ! the column vector recomposition of 7r, then 0 < pE -<_ 1. For e c ®, define 2%dimensional column vector e = (eE)Bee such that
Thus by the construction similar to the above there exist e¢~, ei2 • • • , ej, C 2 e and real numbers ~j-~, ~.~ --• ~'t such that 0 < ~.~ = 1, 1 < i < t, ~=~ ~j, = 1, H = 5~J~ + "'" + 5,ej,.
Then ~i = (®, {a(~)l ~ ~ ~}, II, ,¢,> is a finite probabilistie automaton for 1 -i -t.
Let p~ be the probabilistic event realized by ~I~ for 1 <__ i < t; then from (1) and ~ik = ~i-Trk. I t follows from the definitions that 
If i and ~r 2 are probability vectors, then so is r 1 ® 2 . Let be finite probabilistic automata which realize p, q and r respectively; then we can show that ~I = (S~ X Sq X S , , {K(z)] a ~ E}, v~® v~® ~, , v F} realizes ( p , q : r ) , here X represents the operation of Cartesian product, Y = F~ X Sq X F, U S~ X F~ X /~, a n d K (~) = P ( a ) ® Q(a) ® R ( a ) , a ~ E.
(~r~ ® ~r, ® v , ) K ( x ) = (~r, ® ~rq ® ~',)(P(x) ® Q(x) ® R ( x ) )
= (v~,.P(z)) ® (~, . Q ( x ) ) ® (~. R ( x ) )
holds for all x ~ ~* by (1) 
= (~.p(x)~O. (~,.R(x).~') + [~-~,.Q(x),l~9. (~:,.R(x),7 ~')
Thus for all x 6 *,
(~rv ® 7r~ ® ~r,).K(x).yF = p(x)r(x) -4-q(x)~(x).
For two probabilistic events p and q, p v q and p ^ q are not generally probabilistic events. This fact is shown through an example due to H. Matsuura. 2 Now we consider a special case where the union and the intersection of probabilistic events are also probabilistic events. Proof. Let the characteristic function of /~ be x~, both p v q = (P, q; x~) and p ^ q = (p, q; ~) are probabilistic events, since xe is a probabflistic event.
COROLLArtY 7.4. If p and q are probabilistic events and are mutually isolated, then p v q and p ^ q are probabilistic events.
Proof. See Theorems 4.6 and 7.3. When ~v and ~q are finite probabilistic automata which realize p and q respectively, p v q is a probabilistic event, iff there exists a finite probabilistie automaton ~ such that for any standard probabilistic event s, ~(~,, s) U (~, s) = ~(~, s), and p ^ q is a probabilistic event, iff there exists a finite probabilistic automaton ~ such that for any standard probabilistic event s,
s) n s) = s).
If s is restricted to be a constant fuzzy event fx (i.e., X is a cut-point), the above statement is also valid. Theorem 7.3 gives a sufficient condition for p v q and p ^ q to be probabilistic events. The necessary and sufficient condition for this problem still remains unsolved.
PROBABILISTIC EVENTS OF FINITE LEVELS
In the last section we stated that a family of all probabilitistic events is not closed under operations v and ^. We consider a family of probabilistic events which is closed under operations v, ^ and -. Since h~'s are i~olated cut-point, the result follows from the theorem by Rabin with respect to the isolated cut-point.
LetBi={xC Z*lp(x) = rd forl-<i-< m;then{B~ il =<i__< ml is a partition over Z* and each block of the partition is a regular set. Conversely, let us assume that a partition {B~ l 1 =< i =< m} over Z* is given and each block is a regular set. Such a partition is called a regular partition.
Then the next theorem holds. TREOREM 8.2. Let {B~l l <-i <-m} be a regular partition, t]~n a fuzzy event f which takes a constant value over each block Bi , 1 <_ i <-m, is a probabilistic event.
Proof. The argument is an induction on the number of nonzero levels. If f has a nonzero level, then f is a constant multiple of characteristic function of a regular set. Thus f is a probabilistie event. Assume that f is a probabilistic event if it has k nonzero levels. Let f have k 9-1 nonzero levels, say, rl , r2 • .. rk , r~+l , and let B = (x E ~* If(x) There exist two nonnegative integers 11, and 12, and p(x) = p(x (1I)) and q(x) = q(x (~)) for all x E Z* such that l(x) >= 11 and l(x) > 12. We put l = max (11, 12) . it is easy ¢o see that p(x) = p(x (z)) and =~(x (z)) for all x E Z* such that l(x) >= 1.
, and]5(x) x p v q( = p(x (~)) for all E ~* such that l(x) > 1.
CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF QUASI-DEFINITE EVENTS
Paz introduced the concept of automata with quasi-definite tables and discussed their closure properties. In this section we introduce quasidefinite events along his concept and investigate their closure properties in terms of the fuzzy event.
DEFINITION 9.1. A probabilistic event p is said to be quasi-definite if, a The tape y is an/-suffix of x, if x = uy for some tape u ~nd l(y) ~ I. for all x E ~* with l(x) >_> l. Let a be the set of tapes such that
then a is a definite regular event. Let x, be the characteristic function of a and let ro= (p,q;x,) =x.pW~.q, s~ = (p,q;~) =~,p-~x,q, t=p. >= l, p(x) > q(x) , p(x u)) <-_ q(x(Z))} U {xll(x ) >= l, p(x) <= q(x), p(x a)) > q(xU))}.
For x E E* such that l(x) >= 1, p(x) > q(x) andp(x u)) < q(x u)) p(x) -q(x) < p(x ~)) + ~ -q(x (~)) -= e --(q(x m) --p(x(Z))) <= e.
Similarly, for x E Z* such that l(x) >= l, p(x) <= q(x) and p(x u)) > q(xU)), q(x) --p(x) < e. Thus for allx E Z*,p v q(x) ~ r~ (x) [p(x) -q(x)] < e. Therefore for all x E Z*, ]p v q(x) -r~(x):] <:' e; that is, r~(x) is the e-approximation of p v q. Similarly, it is proved that s~ is the e-approximation of p ^ q. Andit is easily seen that r~, s~ and t are quasi-definite events. Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 follow from the proof of Theorem 9.1. They correspond respectively to Corollary 47 and Theorem 46 in (Paz, 1966) Proof. Let s be s0 of Theorem 9.1 and ~I~ be constructed by the proof of Theorem 7.2. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 9.2.
Remark. If ~, ~, ~I~ and ~ in Theorems 9.3 and 9.4 are restricted to the finite probabilistic automata with quasi-definite table (see Paz) , both theorems can be seen to be valid from the construction of the proof of Theorem 7.2. They correspond exactly to Corollary 47 and Theorem 46 in Paz (1966) and have stronger results than those of Paz.
